Instance Search (INS) is a fundamental problem for many applications, while it is more challenging comparing to traditional image search since the relevancy is defined at the instance level. Existing works have demonstrated the success of many complex ensemble systems that are typically conducted by firstly generating object proposals, and then extracting handcrafted and/or CNN features of each proposal for matching. However, object bounding box proposals and feature extraction are often conducted in two separated steps, thus the effectiveness of these methods collapses. Also, due to the large amount of generated proposals, matching speed becomes the bottleneck that limits its application to large-scale datasets. To tackle these issues, in this paper we propose an effective and efficient Deep Region Hashing (DRH) approach for large-scale INS using an image patch as the query. Specifically, DRH is an end-toend deep neural network which consists of object proposal, feature extraction, and hash code generation. DRH shares full-image convolutional feature map with the region proposal network, thus enabling nearly cost-free region proposals. Also, each high-dimensional, real-valued region features are mapped onto a low-dimensional, compact binary codes for the efficient object region level matching on large-scale dataset. Experimental results on four datasets show that our DRH can achieve even better performance than the state-of-the-arts in terms of MAP, while the efficiency is improved by nearly 100 times.
Introduction
Large-scale instance search (INS) is to efficiently retrieve the images containing a specific instance in a large scale image dataset, giving a query image of that instance.
It has long been a hot research topic due to the many applications such as image classification and detection [33, 35] .
Early research [20] usually extracts image-level handcrafted features such as color, shape and texture to search a user query. Recently, due to the development of deep neural networks, using the outputs of last fully-connected network layers as global image descriptors to support image classification and retrieval have demonstrated their advantage over prior state-of-the-art [18] . More recently, we have witnessed the research attention shifted from features extracted from the fully-connected layers to deep convolutional layers [1] , and it turns out that convolutional layer activations have superior performance in image retrieval. However, using image-level features may fail to search instances in images. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , sometimes a target region is only a small portion of a database image. Directly comparing the query image and a whole image in the database may result an inaccurate matching. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the local region information.
Recently, many successful INS approaches [29, 17] were proposed by combining fast filtering with more computationally expensive spatial verification and query expansion. More specifically, all images in a database are firstly ranked according to their distances to the query, and then a spatial verification is applied to re-rank the search results, and finally a query expansion is followed to improve the search performance. An intuitive way for spatial verification is the sliding window strategy. It generates sliding windows at different scales and aspect ratios over an image. Each window is then compared to the query instance in order to find the optimal location that contains the query. A more advanced strategy is to use object proposal algorithms [32, 7] . It evaluates many image locations and determines whether they contain the object or not. Therefore, the query instance only need to compare with the object proposal instead of all Figure 1 . Purely using global hash codes to calculate the similarity between query instance and database images is not accurate enough. (a) is a query instance with a deep hash code representation Hq; (c) is a database image with a deep global region hash code Hg by taking the whole image as an region; (b) is an region pooled from (c) and with a deep region hash code H l . However, it is clear that conduct INS search only using global region (c) information is inaccurate and the deep region hashing should be considered as well. Thus, in this paper, we aim to learn a deep region hashing to support fast and efficient INS.
the image locations. Existing works [29, 30] have demonstrated the success of many complex ensemble systems that are conducted by firstly generating object bounding box proposals and then extracting handcrafted and/or CNN features for each bonding box. Because the region detection and feature extraction are conducted in two separate steps, the detected regions may not be the optimal one for feature extraction, leading to suboptimal results. Faster R-CNN [26] introduces a region proposal network which integrates feature extraction and region proposal in a single network. The detection network shares the fullimage convolutional features, thus enabling nearly cost-free region proposals. Inspired by this, if a neural network can simultaneous extract the convolutional features and propose some object candidates, we can perform instance search on these candidates. However, efficiency is a big issue for Faster R-CNN. The successfully selective search and RPN are still generating hundreds to thousands of candidate regions. If a dataset has N images and each image contains M regions, each region is represented by a d-dimensional feature vector, then an exhaustive search for each query requires N × M × d operation to measure the distances to the candidate regions. Therefore, despite taking the advantages of deep convlutional layer activations and region proposals, the expensive computational cost for nearest neighbors search in high-dimensional data limits their application to large scale datasets.
In this paper we propose a fast and effective Deep Region Hashing (DRH) approach for visual instance search in large scale datasets with an image patch as the query. Specifically, DRH is an end-to-end deep neural network which consists of layers for feature extraction, object proposal, and hash code generation. DRH can generate nearly costfree region proposals because the region proposal network shares full-image convolutional feature map. Also, the hash code generation layer learns binary codes to represent large scale images and regions to accelerate INS. It is worthwhile to highlight the following aspects of DRH:
• We propose an effective and efficient end-to-end Deep Region Hashing (DRH) approach, which consists of object proposal, feature extraction, and hash code generation, for large-scale INS with an image patch as the query. Given an image, DRH can automatically generate the hash codes for the whole image and the object candidate regions.
• We design different strategies for object proposals based on the convolutional feature map. The region proposal is nearly cost-free, and we also integrate hashing strategy into our approach to enable efficient INS on large-scale datasets.
• Extensive experimental results on four datasets show that our generated hash codes can achieve even better performance than the state-of-the-arts using realvalued features in terms of MAP, while the efficiency is improved by nearly 100 times.
Related Work
Our work is closed related to instance retrieval, object proposal and hashing. We brief review the related work for each of them.
Instance retrieval. Most approaches in INS rely on the bag-of-words (BoW) model [23, 20, 17] , which is one of the most effective content-based approaches for large scale image and visual object retrieval. Typically, they are based on local features such as RootSIFT [29] and few are based on CNN features. For instance, [17] proposes to conduct INS by encoding the convolutional features of CNN using BoW aggregation scheme. More recently, research has shown that VLAD [11] and fisher vector [19] performs better than BoW [29, 12, 30] . Specifically, BoW encodes a local representation by indexing the nearest visual word, while VLAD and fisher vector quantize the local descriptor with an extra residual vector obtained by subtracting the mean of the visual word or a Gaussian component fit to all observations [29, 30] . However, embedding methods have drawbacks, e.g., inhibiting true positive matches between local features, consisting of lots of parameters and suffering from overfitting [30] .
Several works are proposed to go beyond handcrafted features for image retrieval and INS. [13, 5] trained deep CNNs and adopted features extracted from the fully connected layers to enhance image retrieval. Recently, research attention shifted from extracting deep fully-connected features to deep convolutional features [25, 36, 4] . For instance, [1] aggregates local deep features to produce compact global descriptors for image retrieval. [25] provides an extensive study on the availability of image representations based on convolutional networks for INS. In addition, [2] demonstrates that the activations invoked by an image within the top layers of a large convolutional neural network provide a high-level descriptor of the visual content of the image. Also, PCA-compressed neural codes outperform compact descriptors compressed on handcrafted features such as SIFT. In addition, [27] explores the suitability for INS of image and region-wise representations pooled from the trained Faster R-CNN or fine-turned Faster R-CNN with supervised information by combining re-ranking and query expansions. Object proposals. Object proposals have received much attention recently. It can be broadly categorized into two categories: super-pixels based methods (e.g., Selective Search [32] and Multiscale Combinatorial Grouping [22] ) and sliding window based approaches (e.g., EdgeBoxes and Faster R-CNN [26] ). More specifically, selective search adopts the image structure for guiding sampling process and captures all possible locations by greedily merging superpixels based on engineered low-level features. Due to its good performance, it has been widely used as an initial step for detection such as R-CNN [7] and INS task [29] . Even though MCG achieves the best accuracy, it takes about 50 seconds for each image to generate region proposals. By contrast, Faster R-CNN proposed a region propsoal network, which takes an image as input, shares a common set of convolutional layers with object detection network, and finally outputs a set of rectangular objects proposals, each with an abjectness scores. This region proposal network is trained on the PASCAL VOC dataset and achieves high accuracy. A comprehensive survey and evaluation protocol for object proposal methods can be found in [3] .
Hashing. Existing hashing methods can be classified into two categories: unsupervised hashing [34, 6] and supervised hashing [34, 15, 28, 6, 37] . A comprehensive survey and comparison of hashing methods are represented in [35] . CNN have achieved great success in various tasks such as image classification, retrieval, tracking and object detection [3, 4, 2, 5, 18, 36] , and there are few hashing methods that adopts deep models. For instance, Zhao et. al. [37] proposed a deep semantic ranking based method for learning hash functions that preserve multilevel semantic similarity between multi-label images. Lin et. al. [14] propose an effective semantics-preserving Hashing method, which transforms semantic affinities of training data into a probability distribution. To date, most of the deep hashing methods are supervised and they tried to leverage supervised information (e.g., class labels) to learn compact bitwise representations, while few methods are focused on unsupervised methods, which used unlabeled data to learn a set of hash functions. However, the proposed deep unsupervised hashing method are focused on the global image presentations without considering the locality information which we believe to be important for INS.
Methodology
This paper explores instance search from images using hash codes of image regions detected by an object detection CNN or sliding window. In our setup, query instances are defined by a bounding box over the query images. The framework of our DRH-based instance search is shown in Fig.2 , and it has two phases, i.e., offline DRH training phase and online instance search phase. In this section, we describe these two phases in details.
Deep Region Hashing
As is shown in Fig. 2 , the DRH training phase consists of three components, i.e., CNN-based feature map generation, region proposals and region hash code generation. Next, we illustrate each of them.
CNN-based Representations
As mentioned above, we focus on leveraging convolutional networks for hash learning. We adopt the well known architecture in [5] as our basic framework. As shown in Fig. 2 , our network has 5 groups of convolution layers, 4 max convolution-pooling layers, 1 Region of Interest Pooling layer (RoI) and 1 hashing layer. Following [5] , we use 64, 128, 256, 512, 512 filters in the 5 groups of convolutional layers, respectively. More specifically, our network firstly processes an arbitrary image with several convolutional (conv) and max pooling layers to produce a conv feature map. Next, for each region proposal, a region of interest (RoI) pooling layer extracts a fixed-length (i.e., 512) feature from the feature map. Each feature map is then fed into the region hash layer that finally outputs hash codes representing the corresponding RoI.
Region Pooling Layer
There are two ways to generate region proposals: 1) sliding window (the number of region proposal is determined by a sliding window overlaping parameter λ ) and 2) the Region Proposal Network (RPN) proposed by Fater RCNN [26] . It provides a set of object proposals, and we use them as our region proposals by assuming that the query image always contains some objects.
• Sliding window. • RPN network. Faster R-CNN [26] proposed a Region Proposal Network (RPN), which takes conv feature map as input and outputs a set of rectangular object proposals, each with an abjectness scores. Given a conv feature map W c × H c , it generates W c × H c × 9 (typically 216, 00 regions). Specifically, the RPN proposed by Faster R-CNN is able to propose object regions and extracts the convolutional activations for each of them. Therefore, for each region proposal, it can compose a descriptor by aggregating the activations of that window in the RoI pooling layer, giving raise to the region-wise descriptors. In order to conduct image-level operation, we obtain a global region by setting the whole conv map as a region. To conduct instance-level search, we obtain local regions which have smaller size than the global region.
After region proposal generation either adopting sliding window based approach or RPN approach, for each image we obtain a set of regions which include a global region and several local regions. Next, we apply max pooling to the corresponding region window on the conv map to generate ROI feature for each region.
Region Hashing Layer
For instance search, directly using RoI features to compare the query feature with all the ROI features is effective and it should work well in small-scale dataset. However, in terms of large-scale dataset, this approach is computationally expensive and requires large memory since it involves huge vector operations. In this paper, we aim to improve INS search accuracy and efficiency. Inspired by the success of hashing in terms of search accuracy, search time cost and space cost, we propose a region hashing layer to generate hash codes for the region proposals.
Here, we convert each RoI feature to a set of binary hash code. Given a RoI feature x r ∈ R 1×512 , the latent region hash layer output is h r = σ(W r x r + b r ), where W r is the hash function and b r is the bias. Next, we perform the binary hash for the output h r ∈ R 1×Lr to obtain a binary code y r = sgn(σ(W r x r + b r )) ∈ {0, 1}
Lr . To obtain a qualified binary hash code, we propose the following optimization problem:
where g (y r , h r ) is the penalty function to minimize the loss between the RoI feature h r and y r . t(h r ), r (W r ) and o (b r ) are the regularization term for h r , W r and b r . α, β and η are parameters. We define g (y r , h r ) and t(h r ) as bellow:
The regularize terms r (W r ) and o (b r ) are defined as:
To
Network Training
We train our models using stochastic gradient descent with momentum, with back-propagation used to compute the gradient of the objective function ∇Loss (W r , b r ) with respect to all parameters W r and b r . More specifically, we randomly initialize the RoI pooling layer and region hashing layer by drawing weights from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 0.01. The shared convolutional layers are initialized by pre-training a model [24] . Next, we tune all the layers of the RoI layer and the hashing layer to conserve memory. In particular, for RPN training we fix the convolutional layers and only update the RPN layers parameters. The pascal voc 2007 dataset is used to train the RPN and for this study we choose the Top300 regions as input to the region hash layer. For sliding window based region proposal, we use different scales to directly extract regions and then input them into the region hash layer. At this stage, the parameters for conv layers and region pooling layers are obtained. Next, we fix the parameters of conv layers and the region pooling layer to train the region hash layer. In addition, learning rate is set to 0.01 in the experiments. The parameters α, β, η were empirically set as 100, 0.001 and 0.001 respectively.
Instance Search using DRH
This section describes the INS pipeline by utilizing DRH approach. This pipeline consists of a Global Region Hashing (gDRH) search, Local Region Hashing (lDRH) reranking and two Region Hashing Query Expansions (QE).
Global Region Hashing Search (gDRH). It is conducted by computing the similarity between the hash code of a query and the global region hash codes of dataset images. For each item in the dataset, we use the hash codes generated by the whole image region. Next, the image query list is sorted based on the hamming distance of dataset items to the query. After gDRH, we choose top M images to form the 1 st ranking list
. Local Region Hashing Re-search (lDRH). After we obtained the X rank , we perform the local region hashing search by computing the hamming distance between query instance hash code and hash codes of each local region in the top M images. To clarify, the hashing query expansions introduced below is optional. For each image, the distance score is calculated by using the minimal hamming distances between the hash code of query instance and all the local region hash codes within that image. Finally, the images are re-ordered based on the distances and we get the final query list X
Region Hashing Query Expansions (QE).
In this study, we further investigate two query expansion strategies based on the global and local hash codes.
• Global Region Hashing Query expansion (gQE). After the Global Region Search, we conduct the global hashing query expansion, which is applied after the gDRH and before the lDRH. Specifically, we firstly choose the global hash code of the top q images within the X rank to calculate similarities between each of them with each global hash code of the X rank images. For x rank i , the similarity score is computed by using the max similarity between x rank i and the top q images' global region hash codes. Next, the X rank is re-ordered to X rankq = x rankq 1
, · · · , x rankq M and finally we conduct lDRH on the X rankq list.
• Local Region Hashing Query Expansion (lQE). Here, to conduct local region hashing query expansion, initially we need to conduct gDRH and lDRH to get the X rank . Here gQE is optional. Next, we get the top q best matched region hash code from images within the X rank list and then compare the q best region hash codes with all the regions of the X rank . Thus, we choose the max value as the similarity score for each image and finally the X rank is re-ranked based on those similarity scores.
Experiment
We evaluate our algorithm on the task of instance search. Firstly, we study the influence of different components of our framework. Then, we compare DRH with state-of-theart algorithms in terms of efficiency and effectiveness on two standard datasets.
Datasets and Evaluation Metric
We consider two publicly available datasets that have been widely used in previous work. 1) Oxford Buildings [20] . This dataset contains two sub-datasets: Oxford 5k, which contains 5,062 high revolutionary (1024 × 768) images, including 11 different landmarks (i.e., a particular part of a building), and each represented by several possible queries; and Oxford 105K, which combines Oxford 5K with 100, 000 distractors to allow for evaluation of scalability. 2) Paris Buildings [21] , which contains two subdatasets as well: Paris 6k including 6,300 high revolutionary (1024 × 768) images of Paris landmarks; and Paris 106 K, which is generated by adding 100, 000 Flickr distractor images to Paris 6k dataset. Compared with Oxford Buildings, it has images representing buildings with some similarities in architectural styles. The hashing layer is trained on a dataset which is composed of Oxford 5K training examples and Paris 6k training examples.
For each dataset, we follow the standard procedures to evaluate the retrieval performance. In this paper, we use mean Average Precision (mAP) as the evaluation metric.
Performance using Different Settings
There are several different settings affecting the performance of our algorithm. To comprehensively study the performance of DRH with different settings, we further study different components of DRH including: 1) Hash code length L; 2) region proposal component and its parameters; and 3) query expansion and its settings.
The Effect of Hash Code Length L
Firstly, we investigate the influence of hash code length by using gDRH to conduct INS. We report the mAPs of gDRH with different code length L, and also the mAP of INS using the max pooling on conv5 feature. The results are shown in Tab. 1. These results show that with the increase of hash code length L from 128 to 4096, the performance of gDRH increases from 42.5% to 78.3% on the oxford 5k dataset, while the mAP increases from 53.1% to 81.5% on the Paris 6k dataset. Comparing L = 1024 to L = 4096, the code length increased to 4 times, but the performance is only improved by 3.5% and 4.2%. Therefore, to balance the search efficiency and effectiveness, we use L = 1024 as the default setting. On the other hand, the best performance of gDRH (i.e., L = 4096) is slightly lower than that of using max pooling on conv5 features, with 1.4% and 0.9% decreases, respectively. This is due to the information loss of hash codes.
The Effect of Region Proposals
In this sub-experiment, we explore firstly the two ways of region proposal: sliding window based and RPN based approaches. Both of them can generate different number of object proposals. For RPN, we choose 300 regions to generate region hash code for lDRH. For sliding window, we tune λ = [0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7] to get different number of object proposals. We further study the mAP of different top M results. gDRH can get some initial retrieval results, and in this subsection, we refine the results by using lDRH, i.e., gDRH+lDRH. The reported results (Tab. 2) are on the Oxford 5k dataset. From these results, we can make several observations.
• Compared with RPN based DRH, the sliding window based DRH performs slightly better. It also requires less number of region boxes and does not need training a RPN network, thus we adopt sliding window based DRH as the default approach to conduct the following experiments. RPN is supposed to generate better region proposals than sliding window, but a worse performance is achieved in the experiment. One potential reason is that RPN is trained on pascal voc dataset, which is robust to propose the object of 'buildings'. On the other hand, the objects in 'Oxford buildings' are usually very large, thus they can be readily captured by sliding windows.
• For sliding window based DRH, λ affects the performance. In general, the performance is not very sensitive to λ. The best performance is achieved when λ = 0.6, and it only generates about 40 regions for each image. In the following experiments, the default setting for λ is 0.6.
• The top M results have no significant impact on mAP either for DRH. In general, with the increase of M , the performance increases as well. When M = 800, the algorithm achieves the best results. When M = 400, the performance is 0.3% lower than M = 800.
Considering the memory cost, we choose M = 400 for the following experiments.
The Effect of Query Expansions
In this subsection, we study the effect of query expansions. This study aims to explore: the effect of lDRH, the effect of q for gQE, the effect of gQE and lQE for DRH, as well as several combinations. The experiment results are shown in Tab. 3. From Tab. 3, we have some observations below: Figure 3 . The qualitative results of DRH searching on 5K dataset. 7 queries (i.e., redcliffe camera, all souls, ashmolean, balliol, bodleian, christ church and hertford) and the corresponding search results are shown in each row. Specifically, the query is shown in the left, with selected top 9 ranked retrieved images shown in the right. • The lDRH improves the INS. In terms of mAP, for oxford 5k and paris 6k datasets, it increases by 3.8% and 2.8% , respectively.
• The gQE improves the performance of DRH. When q = 6, it performs the best (i.e., 85.1%) on the Oxford 5k dataset, and when q = 7 it gains the best performance on the Paris 6k dataset. In the following experiments, q is set as 6.
• The experimental results show that by combining gQE and lQE, DRH performs the best (i.e., 85.1% for oxford 5k and 85.4% for Paris 6k datasets). Therefore, query expansion strategy can improve INS.
Comparing with State-of-the-art Methods
To evaluate the performance of DRH, we compare our methods with the state-of-the-art deep features based methods. These methods can be divided into four categories: • Feature Encoding approaches [8, 9, 18] . They aim to reducing the number of vectors against which the query is compared. [9] designed a dictionary learning approach for global descriptors obtained from both SIFT and CNN features. [18] extracted convolutional features from different layers of the networks, and adopted VLAD encoding to encode features into a single vector for each image.
• Aggregating Deep features [25, 1, 31, 12, 17, 27, 29, propose a simple instance retrieval pipeline based on encoding the convolutional features of CNN using the bag of words aggregation scheme (BoW). [27] explores the suitability for instance retrieval of image-and region-wise descriptors pooled from Faster RCNN. For [29, 30] , they are focusing on generic instance search.
• Integrating with Locality and QE. Some of the previous methods are extended by integrating re-ranking and/or query expansion techniques [12, 31, 17, 27] .
• Hashing methods. Lots of hashing methods are proposed for image retrieval [10, 16] .
The comparison results are shown in Tab. 4 and we also show some qualitative results in Fig. 3 . From these results, we have the following observations.
• First, our approach performs the best on both two large-scale datasets oxford 105k and Paris 106k with 0.825 and 0.802, respectively. In addition, the performance on oxford 105k is higher than Tolias et al. +AML+QE [31] with a 9.3% increase.
• On Paris 6k dataset, our performance is slightly lower than that of Tolias et al. +AML+QE [31] by 1.1%, but on the Oxford 5k dataset, it outperforms Mohedano et al.+Rerank+LQE [17] by 6.3%.
• The performance of CNN features aggregation is better than CNN features in general, and it can be further improved by integrating re-ranking and query expansion strategies. On the other hand, hashing methods performs the worst in terms of mAP. This is probably due to the information loss of hash codes.
• The qualitative results show that DRH can retrieve instances precisely, even for the cases when the query image is different from the whole target image, but similar to a small region of it.
Efficiency Study
In this subsection, we compare the efficiency of our DRH to the state-of-the-art algorithms. The time cost for instance search usually consists of two parts: filtering and re-ranking. For our DRH, the re-ranking is conducted using M=400 candidates, each has around 40 local regions. Therefore, the time cost for re-ranking can be ignored compared with the filtering step. For the comparing algorithms, they have different re-ranking strategies, and some of them do not have this step. Therefore, we only report the time for filtering step of these comparing algorithms.
We choose [31] as the representative algorithm for nonhashing algorithms. To make fair comparison, we implement the linear scan of the conv5 feature [31] and our hash codes using Python and C++ respectively, without any accelerating strategies. All the experiments are done on a server with Intel@Core i7-6700K CPU@ 4.00GB×8. The graphics is GeGorce GTX TITAN X/PCle/SSE2. The search time is average number of milliseconds to return top M = 400 results to a query, and the time costs are reported in Tab. 5 .
There results show that directly using max pooling features extracted from conv5 to conduct INS search is much slower than using our hash codes. It takes 1078 ms on Oxford 105k dataset and 1137 ms on Paris 106k dataset for [31] . By contrast, when the code length is 512, our DRH is more than 300 times faster than [31] , and it takes 3 ms on both Oxford 105k and Paris 106k datasets. Even when the code length increases to 1024, DRH can achieve nearly 100 times faster than [31] . Therefore, our method has the ability to work on large scale datasets.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose an unsupervised deep region hashing (DRH) method, a fast and efficient approach for large-scale INS with an image patch as the query input. We firstly utilize deep conv feature map to extract nearly 40 to generate hash codes to represent each image. Next, the gDRH search, gQE, lDRH and lQE are applied to further improve the INS search performance. Experiment on four datasets demonstrate the superiority of our DRH compared to others in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness.
